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Joe Tierney has been recognized by Chambers USA in the area of Real Estate Law.
Joe is among an elite group of attorneys selected as ‘Leaders in their Field’ and
was featured in the Chambers USA Legal Guide 2023 edition.

Joe has experience in complex sales and acquisitions of companies, real estate
transactions and financings, and sophisticated tax planning. He routinely works
with clients in structuring their investment entities and offerings as well as
developing or acquiring real estate and business assets. He helps clients develop
and finance numerous high profile retail, industrial and multi-family
developments in Wisconsin and across the country including zoning and other
entitlement issues.

Additionally, Amundsen Davis's Real Estate Service Group was recognized for its
experience in all aspects of commercial real estate and lending, in particular
leasing and construction contracts and the tax elements of real estate
transactions. Our Real Estate Service Group represents a wide array of national,
regional and local clients and works from a variety of perspectives. From
developers, owners, investors, and tenants to architects, contractors, and
municipalities, we serve the gamut of commercial real estate needs. Sometimes
real estate is the primary business of the client; other times, the client’s only
interest in real estate is to have a place to operate their main business—be it a
factory, office, or retail store. As a full service firm, we innovatively and efficiently
address all the affiliated issues such as tax, ownership entities, governmental
approvals and environmental matters. Together, we offer one of the most robust
commercial real estate practices in Wisconsin and have assisted related
businesses in 49 states.

Chambers USA ranks the leading firms and lawyers through an extensive
research and interview process. Their annual guide to U.S. law firms is widely
regarded by leading companies throughout the U.S. and worldwide.


